The importance of measuring quality and potency of a stem cell therapeutic product

The potency of a stem cell therapy product is defined as the quantitative and validated measurement of biological activity of the “active” stem cell components that result in the intended effect. Regardless of whether a cell therapeutic product is minimally manipulated, expanded or otherwise treated prior to administration into a patient, the potency of the product should always be determined. If a product is cryopreserved after manipulation and remains in storage for long periods of time, the potency should be measured on a sample after cryopreservation and again prior to use in the patient to ensure no deterioration. Stem cell “quality” indicates that biological activity is not lost before and after a specific manipulation or procedure. Stem cell potency on the other hand, not only measures “quality”, but is also a predictive assessment of the properties of the “active” stem cell components to provide an indication that the product will perform as intended when used in the patient. This is the response as a direct result of using the “active” components in the product and is not necessarily the same as clinical outcome. Understanding the properties of the product are key to ensuring that the product is safe, effective and exhibits sufficient potency so as not to result in graft failure.
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